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Diversity Update

Our fall issue begins with this warm welcome to 
our 138 new associates.  Particularly timely in this 
election season, Russell Valdez, Deputy President 
for Region II (New York) of the Hispanic National 
Bar Association (HNBA), gives us his personal 
perspectives on the work of the HNBA, particularly 
its Election Protection campaign.  And our former 
colleague, Judge Phyllis Thompson, provides a 
poignant perspective on her career, and the role 
Covington played.

Suzan Charlton is our Covington First Person 
contributor for this issue.  Her “Lawtoons” follow the 
tradition of Doonesbury and Bloom County, which 
gently, and sometimes not so gently, mock that which 

they love.  Suzan reminds us  that  embracing  this  
diversity of expression is a sign of a healthy culture.

Eric Holder, Tom Williamson, and Jim McKay have 
all received seminal honors in the past few months.  
We note their recognition and the host of awards 
received by the firm from the National Law Journal, 
The American Lawyer, the Human Rights Campaign, 
and Working Mother magazine.  We are unabashedly 
proud of this recognition. However, we believe that 
we are more than these awards for performance, 
practices, individuals, and subsets of people.

We see these awards as mileposts that mark 
progress and evolution. Our commitment is to the 
“whole” of Covington. We see this as a dedication to 
excellence, diversity of people and ideas, collegiality, 
and inclusion. These attributes, only partially 
captured by our awards and recognition, are what 
has kept us at the top of the lists for prospective 
clients, lawyers, and staff. Moreover, they reflect our 
willingness to look squarely and directly at where 
we have succeeded, where we have struggled, and 
where we struggle still.

Yes, we are proud of our recognition. However, we 
see it as a reminder of the commitment we must 
make to be where we should and need to be. This 
recognition for what we have achieved for working 
mothers, for LGBT individuals, and for women are 
but a barometer of how our culture is working for the 
whole of Covington. The whole of Covington includes 
our clients and all of those who work here. Diversity, 
collegiality, and inclusiveness is the tide that raises 
us all to Excellence.
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Message from the Management Committee
Earlier this fall, Tom Williamson and Eric Holder were 
honored by the National Law Journal as two of the 
“50 Most Influential Minority Lawyers” in the country.  
This is a prestigious and well-deserved honor and 
we congratulate Tom and Eric.  Covington was the 
only firm to have two of its African-American lawyers 
recognized.  

As we welcome 138 new associates to the firm this 
fall, including more than 50 women and 35 lawyers 
who identify themselves as racial or ethnic minority 
group members or LGBT, I thought it might be 
timely to note that Covington has been a firm where 
lawyers of diverse backgrounds have succeeded 
and prospered for decades. We were leaders among 
larger law firms in electing our first woman partner 
(1974), first African-American partner (1975), first 
Hispanic partner (1985), first openly gay partner 
(1989), and first Asian-American partner (1995). 

We have continued this tradition through the years, 
recruiting and promoting lawyers of all backgrounds. 
Today, women and minority partners serve on our 

Management Committee, which is elected by the full 
partnership and responsible for guiding the strategic 
direction of the firm. In addition, our women, minority, 
and openly gay lawyers play senior roles on firm 
committees, lead three of our five umbrella practice 
groups, and lead 17 individual practice groups within 
the firm. 

In the past two falls, more than 100 women and more 
than 60 lawyers who identify themselves as members 
of racial or ethnic minorities, or as LGBT, have joined 
the firm.  It is my belief that among those lawyers will 
be the next generation of leaders of the firm, and of 
the broader legal community. I fully expect  lawyers 
from these classes to continue our tradition of raising 
the bar for our firm and our entire 
profession. Until then, we will 
constantly examine our progress, 
improve our efforts, and search 
for new and challenging ways 
to create a  more  diverse  work  
environment. 

Timothy Hester
Chair of the Management Committee

Covington is a leader among AmLaw 100 firms with seven African-American partners.
Seated left to right: Michael Baxter, Jennifer Johnson, Catherine Dargan 

Standing left to right: Eric Holder, Lisa Peets, Tom Williamson, Loretta Shaw-Lorello. 
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In law school, as a member of a Latino law student 
organization, I first became aware of the various 
conferences and events organized by the Hispanic 
National Bar Association (HNBA).  I was impressed by 
the organization and its core objectives: to give voice 
to legal issues concerning the Latino community, to 
encourage Latinos to enter the legal profession, and 
to connect Latino and non-Latino lawyers around the 
country. 

After joining Covington in October 2007, the firm 
sponsored my attendance at the HNBA mid-year 
conference in New York City.  Brent Starks, an 
associate in Covington’s New York office, introduced 
me to Yvette Valdez, now president of HNBA’s New 
York regional chapter (Region 
II), who had helped organize 
that same conference.  Yvette 
and I spoke at length about 
our respective experiences as 
law students and attorneys, 
and discussed the HNBA’s 
successes and challenges in partnering with major 
national law firms in advancing the HNBA’s mission.  
I also learned more about the HNBA’s public interest 
efforts, which have focused on, among other things, 
education, immigration and, recently, protecting 
voting rights of voters who do not speak English.
 
Subsequently, upon her election as Region II 
President and recalling our previous conversations, 
Yvette asked if I would accept an appointment as a 
Deputy President for Region II.  I eagerly accepted 
the opportunity, with a mind to expanding Region II’s 
programming activities, its relationships with major 
law firms, and building on Covington’s reputation in 
the Hispanic legal community.  I quickly volunteered to 
help coordinate one of Region II’s signature projects: 
its collaboration with the non-partisan, non-profit 
Election Protection campaign, all in furtherance of 
the HNBA’s own project for safe and fair elections.

With respect to Election Protection, Region II 
joined a coalition of organizations, which include 
LatinoJustice PRLDEF, the Lawyers’ Committee for 
Civil Rights Under Law, and the National Association 
of Latino Elected and Appointed Officials, to organize 

Russell Valdez:  Hispanic National Bar Association
and staff one of the very first call centers designed to 
serve Spanish-speaking voters in the eastern United 
States.  We have been recruiting hotline volunteers 
who will answer Spanish speaking voters’ questions 
about registering to vote, voting in general, and other 
difficulties or irregularities at polling stations.  The 
ultimate objective, one firmly within the HNBA’s core 
mission, is to ensure that all people entitled to vote 
can exercise that right on Election Day, regardless 
of their language.

In September, Covington sponsored the 2008 HNBA 
Annual Convention in Los Angeles and I attended 
the conference as the firm’s representative.  The 
conference was an excellent opportunity to raise 

Covington’s profile both in 
the Hispanic legal community 
and in Southern California.  I 
was excited and impressed 
that Covington was one of a 
select group of major national 
firms that sponsored the 

event.  At a personal level, I was astounded by the 
sheer diversity of attorneys, both Latino and non-
Latino, that affiliate with the HNBA as I observed 
that so many different backgrounds, cultures, and 
languages were represented at the meeting.  One of 
the highlights of my experience was sitting in on an 
executive session of a meeting of the HNBA’s Board 
of Directors in my capacity as Region II Deputy 
President.

I am looking forward to reinforcing the relationship 
between the HNBA and Covington, with the ideal 
end result being a mutually beneficial and productive 
relationship.  My involvement with the HNBA began 
with Covington’s sponsorship and since then I 
have received nothing but   
encouragement and support 
from all sides at Covington.  
From my experience, I am 
confident that Covington will 
remain an active and visible 
supporter of the Hispanic legal 
community.

Russell Valdez
Covington Associate
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Alumni Perspective:  Judge Phyllis Thompson
Tell us a little about 
yourself?  

I was born here in 
Washington, DC, and 
have lived here practically 
all my life.  I grew up in 
a (mostly-depressed) far 
NE neighborhood.  I like 
to say that I attended DC 
public schools, but, in 
truth, I did so only through 
ninth grade.  Just as I was 
about to start 10th grade, 
an anonymous donor (I 
think it was one of my 
parish priests, but I’m not 
sure) offered to pay my 
tuition to attend LaReine 
High School, a Catholic high school in nearby 
Suitland, Maryland.  I attended LaReine through 
grade 12, graduating as valedictorian.  

I won a scholarship to attend George Washington 
University.  I majored in Anthropology and received 
my BA (with distinction) in 1974.  I was awarded a 
fellowship to do graduate work in the Department of 
Religion at Princeton University.  My concentration 
at Princeton was Christian ethics.  I got my Master’s 
degree in 1976, spent some time working on my 
(never-completed) dissertation, and then left to 
take a position in the Theology Department at 
Georgetown University.  I was a full-time instructor 
for a year (serving as a sabbatical replacement for 
one of the full-time faculty members) and then was 
a part-time lecturer while I attended law school.  I 
graduated with high honors from GW law school in 
1981.  I was elected to the Order of the Coif and 
was a Notes Editor of the George Washington Law 
Review.

When did you start at Covington and why did 
you choose the firm?

I was a summer associate at Covington during 
the summer of 1980, after my second year of law 
school.  During the fall of 1979, when I was applying 
for summer associate positions, I was not familiar 

with any of the local 
law firms.  It is an 
understatement to say 
that I was clueless about 
the August/September 
rush to pursue summer 
positions. I was more 
than a little behind most 
of my classmates in 
preparing a resume, 
and when I finally had 
mine ready, Covington 
was one of the firms 
whose resume drop-off 
deadline still had not 
passed.  So, blindly, I 
submitted my resume.  
When I was called for an 
interview and received a 

summer offer, classmates and professors all told me 
I’d be crazy not to accept an offer from a premier 
firm like Covington.  Someone gave me a copy of 
the book The Superlawyers and told me to read 
the chapters about the firm and the distinguished 
lawyers who had worked here.  I decided to accept 
the summer offer, a bit afraid, and very doubtful that 
I’d be happy or fit in at the high-powered firm, but 
convinced that the summer work would be valuable 
learning experience.  

Tell us a little about your first experiences at  
Covington. 

My summer at Covington was an amazing 
experience.  (Wide-eyed, I kept a diary that summer 
for the first time in my life!)  I was enormously 
impressed with the range of practice, the steady 
stream of important and cutting-edge work that 
firm lawyers did, and the lawyers’ commitment to 
pro bono and public service work.  And while I felt 
completely out of my league in terms of worldliness 
and sophistication, what I felt more strongly was 
that Covington was a firm of decent, smart, and  
public-spirited lawyers with whom I would be  
honored to practice.  So  I  returned as  an  associate
 

                                                 Continued on page 5 

Judge Phyllis Thompson with Tom Williamson and Eric Holder at 
the National Law Journal’s dinner honoring the “50 Most Influential 
Minority Lawyers in America.”  
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Partners Tom Williamson and Eric Holder at the 
National Law Journal dinner honoring the “50 
Most Influential Minority Lawyers in America.”  

Covington partners, Eric Holder 
and Tom Williamson, were named 
two of the “50 Most Influential 
Minority Lawyers in America” by 
the National Law Journal (NLJ).  
The article  honored Eric and 
Tom for their national impact in 
the legal field and beyond.  

The NLJ cites Eric’s position 
as the national co-chair of the 
Barack Obama presidential 
campaign as well as his high-
stakes civil litigation and white 
collar criminal defense practice 
at Covington.  Eric has served 
as US attorney for the District of 
Columbia, deputy US attorney general, represented 
the National Football League in the “Spygate” affair, 

The 50 Most Influential Minority Lawyers in America
and is currently offering policy 
advice and working on transition 
issues with President-elect Barack 
Obama’s transition team.

Tom, the first African-American 
partner to serve on Covington’s 
Management Committee, chairs 
the firm’s employment practice.  
Formerly President Bill Clinton’s 
US solicitor of labor, Tom is known 
for his employment law advice 
and his ability to litigate complex 
discrimination cases.  

Eric and Tom also were 
recognized along with the 48 other 

honorees at the NLJ dinner in New York City on                               
September 10.  

Continued from page 4 - Judge Phyllis Thompson

on January 11, 1982 (having graduated from law 
school in the previous spring and having given birth 
to my first child in November 1981). 

How long did you stay at Covington and what 
were the biggest factors in your decision to 
stay?
 
I stayed at the firm until September 4, 2006—nearly 
25 years. When I arrived as a summer associate in 
May 1980, I would have been surprised to hear I would 
be at the firm 25 years later, but when I returned as 
an associate in January 1982, I knew it was a place 
where I could be happy nearly 25 years later.  I had 
found a firm whose values I respected and where I could 
do intellectually stimulating and challenging work.  
(And the starting salary of $34,000—soon raised 
to $37,000—was more than I had ever dreamt of 
earning!)  I stayed at the firm because I was enjoying 
the work that I was doing and therefore kind of lost 
track of the time,  and  because I  respected and 
enjoyed

Continued on page 8

Working Mother  
“100 Best Companies”

Covington, for the third consecutive year, appears 
on Working Mother’s list of “100 Best Companies.” 
The list identifies the top 100 companies in the 
United States based on a survey of all areas of 
work life, including company culture, family-friendly 
policies, and compensation.  Covington is one of 
the few law firms granted a position on this list; 
most of the “100 Best Companies” are Fortune 500 
companies.  “Every year our winning companies 
raise the bar for what it means to be an employer 
of choice for working families,” said Carol Evans, 
CEO and President of Working Mother Media.  
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National Law Journal, “50 Most Influential Minority 
Lawyers in America,” 2008
Partners Eric Holder and Tom Williamson were 
named to this list of lawyers who have had a national 
impact in their legal fields and beyond during the 
past five years, demonstrating the power to change 
the law, shape public affairs, launch industries, and 
get big things done.

Human Rights Campaign, “Corporate Equality 
Index,” 2009
The firm received a 100% Corporate Equality Index 
rating and was deemed one of the “Best Places to 
Work” based on our policies and practices pertinent to 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender employees.
 

Yale Law Women, “Top 10 Family Friendly Firms” 
2008
For the second consecutive year, Covington was 
named as one of the nation’s “Top 10 Family Firms” 
by Yale Law Women.  Firms are evaluated based 
on access to and use of maternity/paternity leave, 
emergency and on-site child care, part-time and 
flex-time work schedules, health and other benefits 
for domestic partners, ratios of women partners and 
associates, and billable hours.  

Vault Guide to the Top 100 Law Firms, 2008
Covington was ranked 11th for prestige nationally 
and 2nd best in the Washington, DC region.

Working Mother, “100  Best Companies,” 2008
Covington, for the third consecutive year, has 
been named one of Working Mother’s “100 Best 
Companies” based on company workforce, 
compensation, child care, flexibility programs, and 
leave policies.  Covington is one of four law firms 
that made this list.

Working Mother, “Best Law Firms for Women,” 
2008
Covington, for the second year in a row, was ranked 
as one of the best law firms for women based on 
a survey measuring work/life and women-friendly 
policies, including flex-time, child care, and women-
focused mentoring, and leadership and networking 
programs.  

American Lawyer, “The A-List,” 2008
The firm was ranked in this listing of 20 elite US 
law firms based on our high scores in diversity, 
associate satisfaction, pro bono activity, and financial 
performance.

Corporate Board Member, “America’s Best Corporate 
Law Firms,” 2008
The firm was ranked in the top 20 firms nationally by 
corporate directors and general counsel.

Recent Honors & Awards

In addition to an impressive collection of 
cases, Jim has taken more than 24 pro 
bono cases for disabled veterans and 
has worked for the repeal of a federal 
law preventing veterans from hiring a 
lawyer to help them file initial disability 
claims.  

Jim was honored at The American 
Lawyer awards dinner in New York 
City on October 29.  Covington was 
recognized at the same awards dinner 
as an A-List firm.    

Covington long-time partner and senior 
counsel Jim McKay received a Lifetime 
Achievement Award from The American 
Lawyer.  The award is a tribute to Jim’s 
history-making accomplishments and 
devotion to clients and causes. 

Jim, when recounting his work as a trial 
lawyer, emphasizes one thing:  it’s all 
about the facts.  He has utilized those 
facts in many memorable antitrust 
cases representing big clients such as 
DuPont, the old Pennsylvania Railroad, 
and the National Football League.  Jim McKay receiving his Lifetime Achieve-

ment Award.

The American Lawyer: Lifetime Achievement Award



Covington Special Counsel Suzan Charlton was 
featured in the September/October 2008 issue of 
Diversity and the Bar.  The article highlights one 

of Suzan’s 
extra curricular 
a c t i v i t i e s : 
c a r t o o n i n g .  
While studying 
at Georgetown 
University Law 
Center, Suzan’s 
d o o d l e s 
got into the 
hands of The 
G e o r g e t o w n 
Law Weekly 
editor, who 
p r o p o s e d 

Suzan do a regular cartoon strip for the paper.  The 
cartoon strip, then known as “Love the Law,” parodied 
law school professors, pressures, and classes, 
and quickly drew attention and developed a loyal 
following.  Some strips even created controversy.

“One week I drew the dean as a paper doll.  
Surrounding her were items of clothing labeled with 
tags like ‘tuition hiking boots,’ that sort of thing,” 
Suzan recalled.  “That cartoon generated letters to 
the editor for weeks.  Some letters reviled me as 
a sexist, while others touted me as the new Garry 
Trudeau.”

After graduating law school, Suzan continued 
publishing “Lawtoons” in The National Jurist, 
although the strip’s focus went from law school to life 
at big firms.  Suzan also focused on building her legal 
career in insurance coverage litigation and business 
dispute resolution, and has since represented a wide 
range of policyholders, from oil and gas companies 
and manufacturers to cable television stations and 
health care services.  

One of her most memorable cases is a pro bono one, 
“The case that I’m most proud of is one of those,” 
she says.  “I represented an indigent woman who on 
the day of her surgery was turned away because her 
insurance company had denied her claim.  Through 
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Resident Cartoonist: Suzan Charlton
a letter-writing campaign and many phone calls, I 
got the company to change its mind without suing 
them.  My client’s surgery was rescheduled, was 
successful, and was paid in full by the insurance 
company.  To work for a big law firm but to still be able 
to touch an individual’s life in such a positive way is 
amazing.  My client couldn’t pay, but she baked the 
whole office cookies and gave me a kite that still 
hangs in my office today.”

Though Suzan does not publish 
“Lawtoons” as frequently or 
regularly as before, she keeps 
drafts with her at all times in case 
the mood strikes.  You can view 
Suzan’s “Lawtoons” collection at  
www.lawtoons.com.  Suzan Charlton

Covington Special Counsel

Covington, for the second consecutive year, has 
been recognized as one of the “50 Best Law Firms 
for Women.”  Working Mother and Flex-Time 
Lawyers have joined together to recognize 50 firms 
that redefine the standards of success by creating 
a workplace that encourages the retention and 
advancement of women.  

“Today nearly half of law school graduates are 
women.  Law firms need to make a fundamental 
shift in their policies by instituting female and family-
friendly benefits as Covington & Burling has done,” 
said Carol Evans, CEO and President of Working 
Mother Media.  As a part of the initiative, Working 
Mother and Flex-Time Lawyers profiled Covington 
in the August/September issue of Working Mother 
and the firm was honored at a luncheon in New 
York on September 15.  

Working Mother  
“50 Best Law Firms for Women”

FLEX-TIME
LAWYERS

&
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Alumni Perspective:  Judge Phyllis Thompson (cont.)
Continued from page 5
the respect of my colleagues, who I knew were among  
the  best  lawyers  in  their  fields.  I  stayed because I  
had found a practice area that involved working with 
clients (mostly, the staff of state health and welfare 
agencies) that I truly liked.  I stayed because, while I 
was an associate, the partners with whom I worked 
respected my family responsibilities and because,  
as a partner, I was usually able to arrange 
conference calls and travel so that I could meet those  
responsibilities while providing excellent client  
service.

What factor did the firm’s diversity profile play 
in your decision to stay/join and how has the 
diversity profile changed during your time at the 
firm?

When I started at Covington as a summer associate, 
there were two women partners (Virginia Watkin and 
Doris Blazek), as I recall, and one African-American 
male partner (Wes Williams).  By the time I returned 
as an associate, those numbers had grown by a few 
and there were four or five other minority associates.  
The lack of diversity bothered me in the sense that 
I knew that things were not as they should be when 
law firms did not look at all like the make-up of our 
nation and community.  I recognized that not that 
much time had passed since civil rights rulings and 
legislation began to force the changes that would 
make our schools, our society as a whole, and our 
profession more inclusive, and that the numbers of 
minority lawyers being trained and then attracted to 
law firm practice would improve if the firms really 
wanted the latter to happen.  I was not bothered in 
the sense of being deterred by being one of only a 
handful of minority lawyers at the firm.  I took that 
as something of a challenge, and I set out to show 
that I could do a good job at the challenging work I 
was assigned.  I guess I succeeded, as I became 
the first African-American woman partner in 1989.   
(From an entirely selfish perspective, I was happier 
than anyone when several other African-American 
women later became partners at the firm.  I felt freer 
to march to the beat of the drummer I was hearing, 
without having to be a symbol!)

Diversity did become a focus at the firm.  Early on, 
we formed a diversity committee, and we tried to get 
our heads around what particular problems minority 
lawyers faced or perceived at the firm.  We did 
surveys, hired consultants, did sensitivity trainings.  
I’m not sure any of this was on target.  I think we 
learned eventually that mostly what we needed to do 
was aggressively recruit lawyers of all backgrounds, 
with the expectation that life would improve and 
be richer for all of us if we became a more diverse 
community of lawyers.  We and other firms also 
learned that this is what clients want, that it was 
important to business development.

Did you have a mentor and/or role model and did 
you serve in those functions to others?

I did not have a formal mentoring relationship, but 
I certainly had lawyers at the firm who encouraged 
me and gave me the type of responsibility that I 
needed to develop as a lawyer.   I consider Charles 
Miller and Tom Williamson to have been my primary 
mentors and role models.  Both are terrific lawyers 
from whom I learned an enormous amount about 
legal writing and about working with clients.  Both 
have devoted substantial time and service to the 
DC community and to the development of younger 
lawyers at the firm, and they have done this while 
also being devoted to their families.  Just as I did 
not have a formal mentor, I have not been a formal 
mentor.   I have never had the confidence to take 
on that exclusive role, always feeling that I had a 
great deal more to learn, and that my background 
and set of life experiences rendered my perspective 
not necessarily relevant to other lawyers coming up 
through the ranks.  But I did always try to convey 
my interest in the associates that I worked with, and 
my willingness to talk with them and to listen to their 
career development concerns, and to give whatever 
advice I could at any time.  I hope this was helpful 
to them.  I think it was.  It is good news, I think, 
that the new generation of lawyers is much more 
insistent than many of us older lawyers were about 
receiving clear career guidance, considering other 
career options, hearing feedback, and trying to forge 
a balanced life at all stages of their careers.
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Alumni Perspective:  Judge Phyllis Thompson (cont.)
What do you do now and how did you make the 
transition from Covington?

Now, I am an Associate Judge on the District of 
Columbia Court of Appeals.  Since being impressed 
as a summer associate by the Covington lawyers who  
left the firm for a time to do government service, I had 
wanted to do the same, and as a native daughter 
 of the District, I had a particular interest in service 
to the District.  Knowing that I really enjoyed legal 
research, analysis and writing, former Covington 
partner Bob O’Malley, for whom I worked as a young 
associate, mentioned to me at that time that I should 
set my sights on the DC Court of Appeals.  I never 
forgot that conversation.  

Through a variety of pro bono work that the firm 
allowed me to do, I gained experience relevant to the 
job (and that gave me the confidence to apply to the 
Judicial Nomination Commission).  First, I was one 
of the lawyers the firm loaned to the Neighborhood 
Legal Service Program.  During my six-month stint 
there, I frequently appeared in Landlord-Tenant 
Court and I argued a case before the DC Court of 
Appeals. At the recommendation of then-Covington 
partner Charles Ruff, I agreed to co-chair a DC Bar 
Task Force charged with making recommendations 
for improvements in the Landlord Tenant Court 
to address the problems faced by unrepresented 
litigants.  Through that work, I became more involved 
in Bar affairs and was elected to serve two terms on 
the Bar Board of Governors.  In that context, I met a 
number of the judges of the DC Court of Appeals.  The 
Court appointed me to its Committee on Admissions.  
At the suggestion of Covington partner Mark Lynch, 
the Chair of the DC Board of Appeals and Review 
asked me whether I would be willing to join that 
Board.  I agreed to do so, the Mayor appointed 
me to serve, and—as pro bono service—I heard 
arguments and drafted opinions in a variety of civil 
matters (certificate of need, civil infraction, license 
denial, and other types of cases).  I really enjoyed 
this work, and decided that, with the experience I 
had gained in local court, Bar, and appellate opinion-
writing matters, I would apply for the next vacancy 
on the DC Court of Appeals.  

I had the good fortune to be nominated by the 
President to fill a vacancy that arose in 2006.  The 
timing was right for me.  I was in my early 50’s and 
decided that if I was to have another career, the 
time was right.  One of my daughters was about 
to finish law school and the other was halfway 
through college.  I was at a point in my life when I 
was prepared to take the pay cut that government 
service would mean.  And I knew that my training 
as a Covington lawyer, a lawyer required to do 
rigorous legal analysis and high-quality written work 
for demanding clients, would enable me to tackle the 
demanding work of the Court.

Tell us a little about your current work  
environment?

I have found a diverse environment at the Court.  I 
am one of nine active judges; five of us are women 
and five of us are minorities.  Our Senior Judges 
and the court staff are also quite diverse, as are 
the lawyers who practice before us; they reflect a 
cross-section of the Washington legal community. 
The litigants, too, are as diverse as the city itself.  
The range of appeals that we hear, a wide variety 
of criminal and civil appeals, petitions for review of 
administrative agency decisions, family law matters, 
attorney discipline cases, provides us a fascinating 
window on life and business in the District for people 
from all walks.

Any advice for young lawyers just starting out?

Yes.  Find something you love to do, or find something 
about what you do to love.  I was much happier when 
I started working on matters on which I was directly 
exposed to the client.  After only a short while, the 
clients began to call me directly and to look to me 
as the person with answers.  I really enjoyed the 
experience of being viewed as the expert by my 
clients. It really changed my feelings about practicing 
law.  

I am proud that I was a Covington lawyer.  And, 
having adopted a policy of recusing myself from 
matters in which Covington lawyers are involved, 
continue to enjoy socializing with some of my former 
partners from time to time.
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Human Rights Campaign: Corporate Equality Index
In September, the Human Rights Campaign (HRC) 
Foundation announced that Covington had received 
a rating of 100 on its 2009 Corporate Equality Index 
and “Best Places to Work” survey.  The Index rates 
employers on a scale from 0 to 100 with respect to their 
treatment of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 
(LGBT) employees, consumers, and investors.  

“Covington is proud of its efforts to create a more 
inclusive work environment for its diverse attorneys and 
staff, and our score on HRC’s Corporate Equality Index 
reflects our strong commitment 
to diversity,” said Keith Teel, 
the Management Committee 
liaison to the firm’s Diversity 
Committee.  

According to the Human 
Rights Campaign, the Index 
was initiated in 2002 against a 
backdrop of several high-profile 
cases of discrimination against 
LGBT employees and apparent 
connections between companies and anti-LGBT 
organizations, both of which led many employees to 
hide their sexual orientation or gender identity and 
discouraged them from asking for equal benefits and 
protections.  Devised with help from corporate diversity 
leaders, LGBT workplace advocates, and employees, 
the Index was intended to provide employers with 
a roadmap to create fair workplaces.  The Index 

evaluates, among others, whether companies have 
adequate non-discrimination policies, parity in health 
insurance and family leave, and an LGBT resource 
group.  

This year’s score of 100 is a 20-point increase over last 
year’s score.  To obtain the highest score, Covington 
reviewed all of its policies and expanded some to 
explicitly cover gender identity and expression.  
“Expanding our commitment to a diverse culture is very 
important to us.  We continually review our policies and 

expand or incorporate changes 
that reflect this commitment.  In a 
firm like Covington, it is very easy 
to build a consensus for more 
inclusive benefits and policies.  
The changes we implemented 
cut across departments and 
everyone was supportive and 
enthusiastic about the changes 
that were made,” says John 
Waters, the firm’s Executive 
Director, who led the efforts to 

review and revise the firm’s policies.
 
The Human Rights Campaign Foundation is the 
educational arm of the Human Rights Campaign, the 
nation’s largest advocacy group for LGBT Americans.  
In 2006, the Human Rights Campaign recognized 
Covington with its National Ally of Justice Award.  

Yale Law Women  
“Top 10 Family Friendly Firms”

For the second consecutive year, Covington has been named one of the nation’s “Top 10 Family 
Friendly Firms” by Yale Law Women.  The list was created to honor firms who lead in facilitating 
work-life balance and to generate further change among the nation’s major law firms.  The rankings 
were based on a number of factors, including maternity/paternity leave, emergency and on-site 
child care, alternative work arrangements and the ratio of women partners and associates.    

Yale Law Women and Covington recognize that this years’ survey highlights a continuing problem: 
while the average percentage of female associates was more than forty percent, the average 
percentage of female partners was less than twenty percent.  Across the profession, the percentage 
of female associates becoming partners has not increased in more than twenty years.  It is our hope 
that continued commitment to family-friendly policies will begin to impact the number of women able 
to succeed to the firm’s highest levels.
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Associate Integration Event at Oyamel, November 2008

Alithea Sullivan (Associate, DC), Bruce Wilson 
(Partner, DC), Damion Dunn (Associate, NY)

Anne Lee (Associate, DC), Darah Smith (Associate, 
DC)

Rajvinder Jagdev (Trainee Solicitors, LO), Arjun Singh 
Sethi (Associate, DC), Laura Sim (Associate, DC)

Jennifer Johnson (Partner, DC), Natasha Korgaonkar (Associate, NY), 
Vishnu Shankar (Associate, NY), Kelley Coleman (Associate, DC), Alexis 
Caloza (Associate, NY)

Jenna Cobb (Associate, DC), Burth López (Associate, DC), Enrique Armijo 
(Associate, DC), Luisa Torres (Associate, DC)

Owais Siddiqui (Associate, SD), Tom Williamson (Partner, DC), Bhanu 
Sadasivan (Associate, SV)
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Contributing to our Diversity Efforts  
If you would like to become more involved with diversity efforts at Covington or contribute information to 
upcoming issues of the Diversity Update, please contact Bruce Deming at bdeming@cov.com, Rubén 
Kraiem at rkraiem@cov.com, or Andrea Reister at areister@cov.com.

Events

Covington Partner and Diversity Committee Chair Andrea Reister 
(back row center) participated in and hosted a Diversity Roundtable 
in the Washington, DC, office on September 29.  The Roundtable 
was moderated by Veta Richardson (bottom right), Executive 
Director of the Minority Corporate Counsel Association (MCCA).  
Other participants included Andrea Reister’s guest Annabel Nau of 
Pfizer Inc. (top row right), Claudette Christian of Hogan & Hartson 
(top row left), Mary Beth Bosco of Patton Boggs (bottom row left), 
and her guest Walter Sutton of Wal-Mart (bottom row center). 

Diversity Roundtable
Recent Events
6/12 Wine-tasting and reception at 

Vinopolis sponsored by the London 
Women’s Forum.

6/18  Washington Women’s Forum 
lunchtime panel program: women 
partners discussed their career 
paths and leadership roles at the 
firm.  

7/9  London Women’s Forum reception: 
feature speaker Professor Rachel 
Mulheron, Queen Mary College,  
University of London.

7/16 Washington Women’s Forum:  
annual  summer dinner for lawyers 
and summer associates at Tony 
Cheng.

7/21 New York Women’s Forum panel 
discussion:  career development and  
work/life balance, followed by a 
wine and cheese reception.

7/29 New York Women’s Forum visit: 
a Guggenheim Museum after-
hours tour of the Louise Bourgeois 
exhibit, followed by dinner at a local  
 restaurant.

7/30 London Women’s Forum:  lunch at ROH 
Conservatory Restaurant.

10/6 Lunch and reception with David S. C. Chu, 
Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel 
and Readiness.  

10/8 Lunch and reception with speaker Emilie 
Jones.

10/8 New York Women’s Forum:  annual Welcome 
Cocktail Party.

10/9 London Women’s Forum:  dinner at the 
home of Anne Ware.

11/8 New York Women’s Forum:  presentation 
on women-focused pro bono opportunities.

Upcoming Event
12/13 Harvard College Black Pre-Law 

Association Ruffin Dinner.

Recent Sponsorships
9/3  Hispanic National Bar Association’s 33rd 

Annual Convention: Russell Valdez 
attended.

9/4-6 Lavender Law Conference: Matt DelNero   
 attended.

9/10 National Law Journal annual dinner in 
New York City: 16 Covington attorneys 
attended.

9/16 Asian Pacific American Bar Association, DC 
Annual Installation Dinner.

9/23 Women’s Bar Association’s annual Stars of 
the Bar networking reception.

Upcoming Sponsorships
11/19 Minority Corporate Counsel Association 

Northwest Region Diversity Dinner.
11/19 National Women’s Law Center 36th 

Anniversary Awards Dinner.
12/5 GAYLAW Annual Awards Dinner.
12/6 Yale Law School OutLaws Reunion.


